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28 August 2009
Ms. Diane M. Williamson
Director of Community Development
Bristol Town Hall
10 Court Street
Bristol, RI 02809
RE:

Technical Proposal to the East Bay Energy Consortium
Evaluation of the Feasibility of Erecting a Regional Wind Energy System
Within the East Bay of Rhode Island
EA Proposal No. 07301.67

Dear Ms. Williamson:
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc. (EA) and Antares Group Incorporated (Antares)
are pleased to submit ten hard copies and one electronic PDF copy (on CD) of this Technical
Proposal to the East Bay Energy Consortium (EBEC) for professional services to complete a
feasibility study for a regional wind energy system within the East Bay of Rhode Island. This
Technical Proposal includes the Team’s Statement of Qualifications, Relevant Experience, and
Technical Approach. We have provided a detailed discussion of tasks for completing the Task 1
Pre-Feasibility Study and the future project tasks that we expect for the Task 2 Detailed
Feasibility Study. Costs for the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study have been submitted under separate
cover letter.
EA and Antares are currently teaming together to complete a feasibility study for the Town of
Westerly, Rhode Island. The Westerly study is very similar to the EBEC study in that it is being
completed in two phases to meet budgetary constraints. Phase I is a preliminary assessment of
alternatives to screen a large number of sites and select three sites with the most potential for
installation of a wind turbine to meet the Town’s power demand. The screening is being
conducted using a fatal flaw analysis to eliminate sites where development of wind power would
be cost prohibitive or highly controversial. Phase II is a detailed analysis of three sites to
identify the site with the most potential for cost-effective installation of a wind turbine facility.
We are prepared to meet with you at any time to discuss our proposal. If after reviewing the
enclosed materials you have questions or would like additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (401)736-3440, Ext. 221.
Sincerely,
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.

Thomas C. Cook, P.E.
Senior Project Manager
TC/elh
attachments
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Summary
Wind Power Pre-Feasibility Study
for the East Bay of Rhode Island

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc. (EA) and Antares Group Incorporated (Antares) are
pleased to submit our proposal to the Town of Bristol, Rhode Island (the Town) for professional
services to complete a wind power feasibility study for the East Bay region of Rhode Island.
Our team will be a consulting partner that can provide the East Bay Energy Consortium (EBEC)
with a professional study that can be used to develop a viable plan for installing wind power to
reduce EBEC’s electricity costs and carbon footprint. We will identify potential wind power sites,
develop financial models, assess environmental requirements, review legal requirements, and
complete other necessary elements related to the wind power feasibility study. Our team will
provide EBEC with the professional services to complete the fatal flaw analysis of available sites
around East Bay, as defined in the Request for Proposals (RFP) dated 7 August 2009 for the Task 1
Pre-Feasibility Study and the future Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study of preferred sites.
EA is an employee-owned national environmental and engineering consulting firm consistently
ranked in the Top 100 Environmental Services Firms by the Engineering News Record. Through our
network of 20 offices, EA provides scientific, engineering, economic, analytical, and management
solutions to corporate, utility, municipal, state, and federal government clients. With a 35-year
history and a resume of over 78,000 projects, EA offers leading capabilities in environmental
management, natural resource and water resources engineering and management, and site
characterization and remediation. The company combines the scientific and engineering talents of
over 440 professionals to provide fully-integrated multidisciplinary solutions for its clients. EA’s
New England regional office in Warwick, Rhode Island, will lead this project and will provide the
expertise associated with the wind turbine feasibility study.
Antares staff has the experience to complete site assessments and turbine sizing for wind generation
in the East Bay. Antares personnel have completed project feasibility assessments and development
for currently operating renewable energy projects ranging from less than 1 kW up to 300 MW,
including wind, solar, and biomass power facilities. Antares is very familiar with incentives that are
available in Rhode Island and the application process involved in obtaining State renewable energy
incentives. The Antares team has diverse background and experience to complete the technical
aspects for siting wind turbines in East Bay and conducting financial analysis to identify costeffective alternatives.
As you review our proposal, please consider the following advantages the EA/Antares team offers
EBEC relative to the proposal evaluation criteria defined in the RFP:
•

Quality of Work: The EA/Antares Team has completed feasibility studies meeting the quality
standards of public entities including the US Department of Energy, US Department of
Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service, New York Power Authority, Electric Power
Research Institute, and numerous power utilities—specifically, NRG, Dominion Power, and
AEP--relative to renewable energy projects.

EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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•

Experience: The EA/Antares Team has industry-leading engineers and scientists who have
permitted projects in New England and have designed renewable energy projects throughout the
United States. The EA/Antares Team is currently working with the Town of Westerly,
Rhode Island, on a similar two-phased wind power feasibility study.

•

Team Qualifications: Our proposed team has permitting, wind turbine design, wind project
siting and development, and renewable energy project financing expertise. Our team can provide
the EBEC with a truly independent analysis of the potential for the district to reduce its energy
costs with renewable and green wind power.

•

Partnership: EA and Antares have teamed together to provide clients with permitting and
design expertise for renewable energy projects in New England. Antares has an ongoing
relationship with Superna, Comsearch, Aviation Systems, Inc., and AWS Truewind relative to
electrical interconnections, microwave interference studies, and meteorological data,
respectively.

•

Approach and Schedule: Our approach will provide the EBEC with a Pre-Feasibility Study that
outlines a cost-effective approach to install wind generators and obtain public support of the
project. The Pre-Feasibility Study can be completed by mid-November 2009.

EA/Antares will complete the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study in the following five subtasks:
•
•
•
•
•

Task 1.1 - Coordination Meetings
Task 1.2 - Data Review
Task 1.3 - Initial Screening of Sites
Task 1.4 - Evaluation of Selected Sites
Task 1.5 - Report

Conducting the Pre-Feasibility Study with our proposed approach will allow EA/Antares to identify
many sites and identify the most promising sites to be evaluated in the Task 2 Detailed Feasibility
Study in a timely and cost-effective manner. We propose to complete Task 2 in a similar approach
as Task 1.
EA/Antares will require approximately two months to complete the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study.
Assuming authorization to proceed is received by 15 September 2009, a draft Task 1 report could be
provided to EBEC by the first week in November.

EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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Wind Power Pre-Feasibility Study
for the East Bay of Rhode Island

1. FIRM DESCRIPTION AND KEY PERSONNEL
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc. (EA) and Antares Group, Inc. (Antares) have
formed a unique team to provide our clients with expertise in the development of renewable energy
sources in New England. Our focus is on wind power facilities in Rhode Island, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts. The EA/Antares team is highly qualified to prepare the wind power feasibility study
for the East Bay region of Rhode Island (East Bay), as stated in the East Bay Energy Consortium’s
(EBEC’s) Request for Proposals (RFP) dated 7 August 2009.
Our team can provide the EBEC with a truly independent analysis of the potential for the EBEC and
its associated towns to reduce their energy costs with renewable and green wind power. Our team
can offer the EBEC this independent perspective which other teams may not if they were involved in
Rhode Island or regional analyses of wind generation potential. EA/Antares will give the EBEC our
full support in evaluating wind power and will be able to assist the EBEC through all phases of the
wind development project.
In accordance with the RFP, the following section provides EA’s and Antares’ Statement of
Qualifications, including firm descriptions and key personnel. This section also provides highlights
of the EA/Antares’ specialty subcontractors that may be needed to complete the detailed feasibility
study. Superna Energy, LLC will be subcontracted to investigate the interconnection requirements.
AWS Truewind and ComSearch will be subcontracted to complete the computer modeling of
expected wind patterns at the selected sites in the East Bay region and to conduct the microwave
interference study, respectively. Global Energy Concepts, LLC will be subcontracted to install the
meteorological tower and obtain one year of data, if necessary. Aviation Systems, Inc. will be
subcontracted to prepare and file an Obstruction Evaluation/Airport Airspace Analysis (OE/AAA)
with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Cavanaugh Tocci Associates, Inc. will be
subcontracted to obtain the ambient noise measurements.
Section 2 provides an overview of EA/Antares programmatic experience in permitting projects in
Rhode Island and New England, as well as task-specific experience relative to this study. The
technical approach and schedule, including scope of work, methodology, and interaction with the
EBEC, is included in Section 3. The cost proposal is attached as a separate document.
1.1

EA ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY, INC.

EA has built a solid reputation for being one of America’s best full-service engineering,
environmental, and program/construction management services firms. EA is proud of its reputation
for quality service, cost-effectiveness, and prompt responsiveness. Its diverse professional team
provides engineering solutions to client objectives that are both practical and environmentally
sensitive. With its wide breadth of capabilities, EA continues to expand our service offerings to
meet today’s challenges by providing technical expertise, beginning with project feasibility and
planning through engineering design and continuing with long-term operations and maintenance.
EA’s regional office in Warwick, RI will lead the EA/Antares Team and is currently conducting a
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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feasibility study for the Town of Westerly, Rhode Island. The Westerly study has a phased approach
very similar to the EBEC proposed study.
1.2

ANTARES

The Antares team has the staff experience to complete all phases of service required in this RFP.
Antares and its staff have provided similar assistance to clients such as the White House, Department
of Defense installations, US AID, Westinghouse, General Electric, Carolina Power and Light, New
York Power Authority, NRG, Alliant Energy, Dominion Power, AEP, Allegany Ballistics
Laboratory, the Electric Power Research Institute, and many others. The Antares team members
also have impressive feasibility assessment credentials, with many studies materializing into
operating projects (for example, 220 solar energy system installations and 5 biomass power facilities
among its staff and key consultants). The Antares team possesses diverse backgrounds and
experience to address all phases of this project.
1.3

SUBCONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS

EA/Antares will subcontract Superna Energy, AWS Truewind, and ComSearch as necessary to
complete the Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study. Superna Energy will investigate the interconnection
requirements, AWS Truewind will complete the computer modeling of expected wind patterns in the
East Bay, and ComSearch will conduct the microwave interference study.
1.3.1

AWS Truewind, LLC

The long-term success of renewable energy depends on the availability of independent and unbiased
expert advice. The AWS Truewind mission to be a world leader providing renewable energy
consulting services to developers, investors, and governmental and institutional clients is supported
by its drive to continuously use the best available technology in meteorology, engineering, and
numerical modeling. Its passion for innovation and commitment to providing the highest levels of
integrity in its client and colleague relations, while always maintaining a nurturing and fulfilling
work environment, enables it to consistently uphold its mission and maintain a sound work-life
balance.
AWS Truewind was first incorporated in 1983 under the name "Associated Weather Services",
offering general meteorological and resource assessment services. The client base at that time
consisted primarily of electric utilities, insurance companies, and private industry. As the company
grew, in 1990 the name was changed to AWS Scientific. AWS Scientific addressed the need for
solar energy, wind energy, and air quality research projects for government agencies and utilities. In
the first half of the 1990s, the company engineered several innovative distributed energy projects
that attracted national attention. These projects included the country’s first commercial PV demandside management, a large transmission grid support PV application integrated with an innovative
power conditioning and storage system, and remote power applications using wind and PV
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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technologies. The company also managed the winter test facility (in northern New York) for two of
U.S. Windpower’s prototype 33M-VS wind turbines.
The decade of the 1990s also saw significant growth in the company’s role supporting federal and
state wind program activities, particularly in the wind resource arenas. The company managed
several national and regional wind measurement and training programs and authored the Wind
Resource Assessment Handbook for NREL. At this stage, the company also began developing
relationships as a consultant for several wind project developers.
In 1997, the firm took a significant step forward in expanding its services into the areas of wind
mapping and forecasting. A separate company--Truewind Solutions--was created at that time with
two other firms (Brower & Company and MESO, Inc.). Over the following years, Truewind
Solutions pioneered the development and widespread acceptance of high-resolution wind maps. It
also established itself as the first commercial wind forecasting firm in North America.
In 2004, AWS Scientific and Truewind Solutions were consolidated into a new entity: AWS
Truewind. The melding of the two firms was a natural fit and created an entity that was equipped to
meet the growing need for complete consulting solutions for the renewable energy industry. From
the very initial prospecting of an area through the performance evaluation of an operating plant,
AWS Truewind provides gold standard solutions time and again. The firm has a powerhouse of
resources at its fingertips and a robust team of professionals with the know-how to leverage all of its
assets. This formula provides its clients with the advantage of broad-based, time-tested solutions
with a truly global perspective. AWS Truewind's global experience, multi-disciplinary capabilities,
and innovative spirit continue to flourish. The firm is approaching its third decade and has survived
several renewable energy business cycles. This tenure has seen the company diversify its consulting
services into most aspects of energy project siting, development, and operations. The professional
staff consists of engineers, meteorologists, physicists, modelers, and programmers and has a solid
grounding in field measurements, hardware applications, and related research. To help manage its
international consulting services in Europe, the firm established in early 2007 a new joint venture
named "Meteosim Truewind," which is based in Barcelona, Spain.
From its beginnings, systems integration has been one of the company’s fortes. Innovation has been
another. The company has been an industry leader in establishing industry guidelines for wind
resource assessment, pioneering high-resolution wind mapping and wind forecasting, adapting
remote sensing technologies such as solar to wind energy applications, and assessing the feasibility
of offshore wind projects in the United States.
The firm has also designed and evaluated renewable energy systems for both grid-connected and offgrid applications. Through all of this, the company has maintained high levels of objectivity and
credibility and will continue on this path well into the future.
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1.3.2

Superna Energy, LLC

Superna Energy was formed to provide engineering services to the renewable energy sector. Its
founder, Lloyd Pasley, has provided such services to renewable energy clients in the USA, South
America, Asia, and the Pacific.
Currently, Superna Energy is focused on providing Owner's Engineering services to clients with
existing wind assets and development assets and is working on projects in the Western US, the
Midwest, and the East. Typical services include site selection; transmission assessment and
interconnection applications; preliminary site layouts and energy assessments; collection system
design and engineering; and the preparation of Requests for Proposals for Balance of Plant (BoP)
Contractors and Turbine Suppliers, evaluation, recommendation and assistance with negotiations
with of BoP Contractors and Turbine Suppliers, and technical assistance during construction and
testing.
Superna Energy has formed strategic associations with key partners in the power industry to ensure
comprehensive service and solutions to project needs. Power Solutions, Inc. is an independent
consulting electrical engineering company. PB Power, Inc. is part of the Parsons Brinkerhoff Group,
an international consulting engineering company with 250 offices worldwide and more than 9,000
staff, which has been operating continuously in the US for more than 115 years. Superna Energy’s
association with Power Solutions and PB Power enables in-depth transmission studies, including
flow studies, congestions studies, and LMP studies, and extensive support with Interconnection
Applications. The association with PB Power also enables independent noise studies and
geotechnical and foundation review.
1.3.3

ComSearch

ComSearch meets the needs of the rapidly evolving cellular and wireless markets. Founded in 1977
to address the prior coordination needs of the-then developing microwave network companies (e.g.,
MCI Telecommunications), ComSearch was simultaneously purchased by Alliance
Telecommunications Corporation and merged with Spectrum Planning, Inc. of Dallas in 1989. This
merger combined the spectrum management expertise of ComSearch with the mobile and wireless
experience of Spectrum Planning. In 1992, ComSearch was purchased by The Allen Group of
Cleveland during its formation of the consortium of telecommunications companies known as the
Allen Telecom Group. On 15 July 2003, Andrew Corporation acquired Allen Telecom. On
27 December 2007, CommScope, Inc. announced its acquisition of Andrew Corporation;
"CommScope-Andrew: Better Together." CommScope is a world leader in infrastructure solutions
for communication networks and structured cabling systems for business enterprise applications, a
manufacturer of coaxial cable for broadband cable television networks, and one of the leading North
American providers of environmentally secure cabinets for DSL and FTTN applications. As part of
the new CommScope, ComSearch retains its brand name and is able to provide total end-to-end
solutions as well as its traditional core services and solutions.
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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ComSearch is the industry leader in spectrum management, including frequency analysis and
licensing, protection, sharing, and field services. It offers full life-cycle engineering, including
program management; network planning; RF engineering; site development; equipment installation
and testing; system optimization and performance evaluations; and site audits in support of all
wireless communications technologies, including PCS, cellular, microwave, satellite, fixed wireless,
and broadband networks.
ComSearch has engineered over 200,000 microwave paths for more than 5,000 customers
worldwide. Reading like a "who's who" list of the wireless communications industry, its customers
include, but are not limited to, Lucent, Ericsson, Qwest, U.S. Cellular, Verizon Wireless, Harris,
AirTouch, MCI/Worldcom, Teledesic, Hughes Space & Communications, Booz Allen & Hamilton,
Microsoft, Nokia, Vodafone, AT&T, SBC, KPN, and Sprint. The growing demand for wireless
communications and usable RF spectrum can been seen in virtually every market. ComSearch has
expanded its expertise and knowledge into the government and healthcare markets—applying its
knowledge base, skills, and resources to providing wireless solutions to new and emerging
technologies.
Headquartered in Ashburn, Virginia, ComSearch is comprised of 90 employees worldwide—80
percent of whom are members of the engineering staff.
1.3.4

Global Energy Concepts, LLC

Global Energy Concepts, LLC (GEC) is a multi-disciplinary engineering and technology consulting
firm providing services to clients involved in the energy industry. Recognized as leaders in the wind
energy industry, the firm specializes in the analysis, design, testing, and management of wind energy
systems and projects. GEC experience includes both utility- and small-scale applications of wind
energy technologies. GEC combines technical expertise, managerial capabilities, and commonsense financial and business knowledge to provide comprehensive consulting services to assist our
clients in meeting their objectives. More information about GEC’s qualifications can be found at
www.globalenergyconcepts.com.
1.3.5

Aviation Systems, Inc.

Aviation Systems, Inc. (ASI) has experienced staff assigned exclusively to airspace analysis
services. These specialists are available for individual client consultation on specific site studies
including aviation constraint studies, wind energy projects, air space obstruction evaluations, search
ring studies, and FAA filing forms. ASI has extensive experience and expertise in wind turbine
aviation regulatory compliance. ASI wind turbine evaluations include determining FAA filing
requirements, FAR Part 77 obstruction standard penetration, analysis of impact on any aviation
operational procedures that would result in a Hazard Determination, probable FAA conditions of
lighting and marking, and FAA conditions regarding certified accuracy surveys. The evaluation
report is submitted to the wind energy client within 3 to 5 business days. More details on ASI’s
qualifications can be found at www.aviationsystems.com.
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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1.3.6

Cavanaugh Tocci Associates, Inc.

Cavanaugh Tocci Associates, Inc. (CTA) has served as consultant to clients that were noise
producers as well as to communities that were noise recipients. CTA’s consulting efforts have
focused on identifying and quantifying acoustical parameters and suggesting appropriate criteria for
the particular situation or reviewing existing applicable local codes and standards in assessing the
noise impact. New buildings, highways, power plants, factories, and now wind turbines are often
perceived as intrusions to an existing neighborhood acoustical environment, especially where the
community perceives no direct benefit from the project.
CTA served as the acoustical consultant to U.S. Wind Power before its move to the West Coast,
where it has constructed a number of wind farms. Since this time, CTA has mainly been involved
working on behalf of reviewing authorities considering applications for the installation of wind
turbines and wind farms. Among these are proposed facilities in Cape Vincent and Clayton,
New York. CTA’s specific project experience can be found at www.cavtocci.com.
1.4

KEY PERSONNEL

The following sections discuss:
1. Proposed Team Organization – Provides the names and roles of specific individuals,
highlighting the organizational structure of the team. The section also provides a brief summary
of key team members. Complete resumes are provided in Attachment A.
2. Duties and Responsibilities – Lists specific responsibilities of key team members, as well as
outlines our management approach in ensuring that these responsibilities are met.
3. Quality Assurance – Summarizes EA’s quality assurance program that is applied to all projects
regardless of the scope and contract amount.
1.4.1

Proposed Team Organization

The EA/Antares Team provides a mix of professionals, as shown on Figure 1-1. The identified key
project team includes professional engineers, environmental scientists, and regulatory specialists.
These professionals have successfully completed or are supporting similar restoration feasibility
study projects locally, regionally, and nationally.
To augment EA/Antares staff skills, EA will subcontract Superna Energy to investigate the
interconnection requirements, AWS Truewind to complete the computer modeling of expected wind
patterns in the East Bay, and ComSearch to conduct the microwave interference study.
The following section provides a brief overview of the key staff proposed for the EBEC Wind Power
Pre-Feasibility Study.
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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1.4.1.1 Project Manager
Thomas Cook, P.E., (EA) is a senior civil engineer with 33 years of experience in the conceptual
and detailed design efforts related to renewable energy projects—specifically hydroelectric and
turbine projects for the utility industry. Mr. Cook is the Project Manager for the Town of Westerly
Wind Feasibility Project. He has conducted and supervised hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, site
civil designs, concrete and steel structural designs, water resource management, cost estimates, and
feasibility studies for new start renewable energy projects, as well as for expansion and modification
of existing facilities. Studies have included engineering designs and sketches; descriptions of
alternatives; identification of engineering, construction, and operational issues; cost estimates; and
economic analyses to identify options that are practical for each project. He recently completed a
feasibility study for installing hydraulic turbines at an existing dam on the Blackstone River in
Pawtucket for the Slater Mill Historic Site. The goal of the Turbine Rehabilitation Committee was
to install a renewable source of power for the Historic Site with potential to sell power to National
Grid. He has also completed renewable energy grant under numerous State programs, including the
Connecticut Clean Energy Fund. Tom’s experience in turbine technology selection is crucial to this
project.
East Bay Energy
Consortium
Tom Cook, P.E.
EA Project Manager

Environmental Impact
Sam Whitin (EA)
Project Scientist

Economic/Engineering
Heidi Lestyán (Antares)
Renewable Energy Analyst

Curt Mason, P.E. (EA)
Engineer

Kevin Comer (Antares)

Matt Richardson (EA)
Environmental Scientist

Lloyd Pasley (Superna)
Engineer

Carl Harris (Antares)
Environmental Scientist

AWS Truewind
(Wind Computer Model)

Meghan Travers (EA)
Engineer

ComSearch
(Microwave Interference
Study)

Figure 1.1 Proposed Team Organizational Chart
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1.4.1.2

Task Leaders

EA/Antares has assigned senior staff to direct environmental impact and engineering evaluations
associated with this wind project. These senior professionals have an average of 9 years of
combined experience conducting similar projects locally, regionally, and nationally. These
professionals have worked closely with local, state, and federal agencies in the past on similar
projects.
Heidi Lestyán (Antares) is a Renewable Energy Analyst with a primary focus in wind power studies.
She specializes in feasibility assessment, resource evaluation, environmental impact analysis, and
turbine array planning. Prior to joining Antares Group, Ms. Lestyán participated in the wind power
development team at Greenlight Energy, Inc., gaining experience with GIS-based analyses of
potential wind power installations. She has selected sites for meteorological towers, evaluated wind
power data, and organized all components to project feasibility studies. Ms. Lestyán is intimately
familiar with every aspect of a project’s life cycle, from initial contact with potential stakeholders
through permitting and construction. She coordinated preliminary and ongoing communication with
landowners for wind easement option agreements and also assisted in creating grant and permit
applications for wind projects. Specifically, Ms. Lestyán has been a key participant in the land
acquisition, project planning, and construction of the Cedar Creek Wind Farm and Elk River Wind
Farm projects (300MW and 150MW facilities, respectively). In addition to these operational
projects, Ms. Lestyán has worked on over 30 proposed wind farm sites, including the expansions of
current operating facilities.
Sam Whitin (EA) is an Environmental Scientist and Project Manager with 9 years of
multidisciplinary impact analysis and permitting experience in New England. He is currently
managing various restoration activities including salt marsh, freshwater wetland, estuarine, marine,
and riverine habitat restorations. He has managed various permit activities, environmental
assessments (NEPA-related), ecological risk evaluations, wetland delineations, and fish and wildlife
surveys. Mr. Whitin has been integral in aquatic organism, soil, sediment, groundwater, and surface
water projects throughout New England related to Superfund (Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act) sites, USACE navigational improvement projects, and
restoration projects for NOAA and NRCS. He has completed projects under all of the New England
States permitting processes, including USACE Programmatic General Permit Program and local
Conservation Commission procedures. Projects have ranged from small wetland resource
delineations to design-build ecosystem restoration projects valued in excess of $7 million involving
dredging and tidal restoration in freshwater, riverine, and estuarine environments.
1.4.1.3

Key Technical Staff

Kevin Comer (Antares) is a mechanical engineer with 13 years of experience in energy efficiency,
renewable energy systems, and utility-scale power generation. While working with the Department
of Energy’s Industrial Assessment Center program (formerly the Energy Analysis and Diagnostic
Center program), he was the lead engineer on over 50 industrial audits that resulted in energy
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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conservation, waste minimization, and productivity improvements for the host manufacturers. He is
also one of Antares’ solar application staff, participating in several photovoltaic and solar thermal
design and implementation projects. His experience includes specialized formal training in PV
applications analysis and design. Mr. Comer has conducted feasibility and design studies on the
application of SOLARWALL to both industrial and high-rise residential buildings. He served as
project manager for the 12-kW grid-tied PV project installed by Antares and contractors in Largo,
Maryland. Mr. Comer worked with the client to obtain cost-share funding (by writing two
successful proposals), led the preliminary data collection and system design efforts, managed and
participated in the system installation, conducted the system commissioning, provided operator
training, and documented the entire system installation process and performance results in a system
operation manual. Mr. Comer is also Antares’ lead engineer on the energy audit, feasibility
assessment, and preliminary design for a remote power system (PV, wind, diesel) for Herring Cove
Beach in Provincetown, Massachusetts (Cape Cod). He performed a wide range of duties on several
utility-scale biomass co-firing implementation projects, ranging from system design, fuel supply
analysis and development, economic analysis, testing and system start-up, performance analysis,
permitting, business planning, and contract development. Mr. Comer is Antares’ lead contact in its
partnership with EPA’s Landfill Methane Outreach Program.
Matt Richardson (EA) is an Environmental/Soil Scientist specializing in impact analysis, rare plant
surveys, environmental site review, preparation of conservation management plans, habitat
restoration and improvement projects, permitting, GIS, invasive species monitoring, and agency and
public consultations. He has prepared NEPA documents and filings under MEPA for a wide range
of projects.
Carl Harris (Antares) is an Environmental Scientist with Antares. He has over 7 years of
experience in research and analysis associated with renewable energy resources and technologies.
His expertise is in environmental, feedstock supply, policy implementation, marketing, and
economic analysis.
S. Curtin Mason, P.E. (EA) is a civil engineer with over 7 years of experience in site civil projects.
His knowledge of civil engineering disciplines, including site civil and structural aspects of siting
and projects, are important components of this study. Curt works closely with Tom Cook, our
proposed Project Manager, on a number of renewable energy projects.
Lloyd Pasley (Superna) is a Mechanical Engineer with practical field experience on renewable
energy projects. He has focused on hydroelectric, geothermal, and wind power generation for over
20 years.
Megan Travers (EA) is an Engineer gaining engineering experience in the technical aspects of
environmental consulting. She is participating in various restoration activities including salt marsh,
freshwater wetland, estuarine, marine, and riverine habitat restorations projects and will be
responsible for assessing environmental issues on this project under the direction of EA’s Senior
Scientists and Engineers.
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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1.4.2 Duties and Responsibilities
EA’s project management approach is based on the philosophy that the proposed team is an
accountable, functional, technical extension of the stakeholder group and will remain a supporting
partner throughout the project’s duration.
1.4.2.1

Project Management Approach

EA’s philosophy is to offer our clients a fully-integrated project team. EA’s Project Manager and
Task Leaders will be able to integrate the appropriate mix of disciplines to support feasibility study
development.
1.4.2.2

Project Manager

EA’s Project Manager, Tom Cook, P.E., will provide oversight of all contractual matters, timely and
consistent response to questions and concerns, proper assignment of staff whose skills match the
requirements of work scopes, compliance with subcontracting goals, consistency in progress
reporting, tracking of progress on assignments, assurance that project deliverables are provided on
time and within budget, and timely and accurate billing. The Project Manager’s responsibilities
include: (1) daily coordination and interface with the project team, (2) project statusing and
oversight, (3) progress reporting, and (4) oversight and execution of project tasks.
1.4.2.3 Task Leaders and Technical Staff
EA has identified two experienced Task Leaders whose responsibilities will include management of
technical activities; preparation and review of design documents, schedules, labor hour allocations,
and logistical planning; management of task funds for labor and materials procurement; successful
accomplishment of task obligations including costs, schedules, and technical performance under the
assigned task; management of the project team toward unified, productive project accomplishment;
format and quality control of documents and data reports; direct communication; and technical
leadership.
1.4.2.4

Senior Technical Reviewers

In accordance with EA’s in-place quality management program, Senior Technical Reviewers are
fully-accountable senior professionals who provide independent review and analysis to EA project
teams during project execution. Senior technical review staff are fully integrated into projects,
attending meetings, reviewring internal documents, etc. Whether review of engineering plans, work
plans, or draft documents, their role is to ensure that EA products meet the high technical standards
of our clients.
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1.4.3

Project Management Support Systems

EA has established project management support systems that are proven on projects ranging in size
from limited Phase I environmental site assessments to multi-million dollar programs. EA’s systems
are built on state-of-the-art computer systems that allow immediate access for monitoring all aspects
of a project. EA will use these systems to closely monitor all aspects of this project.
Project Management Information System—EA uses Management Information System procedures,
developed for and proven on hundreds of contracts, for cost estimating, scheduling, project controls,
procurement, subcontractor cost control, and data management during implementation. Our
Management Information System provides a flexible, daily tracking, and reporting system
coordinated with government-approved accounting and purchasing systems to effectively monitor
and manage projects. EA’s system, BST Enterprise 7, integrates state-of-the-art financial and
Project Management systems. The system is developed on a web-based system that is supported by
a firewall-protected broadband network and is accessible in the field by telephone modem. The
system supports more than 1,000 concurrent individual projects ranging from $2,500 to over $10
million. Our Management Information System support staff has an average of five years of
experience with our system and extensive training, including certification as Microsoft Solution
Providers.
Schedule/On-Time Tracking—Project Managers have responsibility for updating project schedules,
coordinating with our clients, and planning resources necessary to keep the project on schedule. EA
uses a combination of project-specific schedule management tools (i.e., MS Project or Primavera)
appropriate to the project. Our weekly labor projections are built in a labor-scheduling database to
optimize staff utilization, maintain schedule requirements, and focus on near- and long-term staffing
needs.
Cost/Price Tracking—EA defines work activity in the Work Breakdown Structure, consistent with
scope and budget source, to organize the project into elements that effectively facilitate tracking of
progress, cost, and schedule. Each major activity is assigned a series of numbered Project Tasks,
consistent with Work Breakdown Structure and client direction. Budget is allocated over the Work
Breakdown Structure and Project Task structure, and cost authorizations and expenditures are
controlled at the Project Task level. This yields a schedule of budgeted costs and a baseline for
subsequent comparison to actual progress and cost. The key to successful cost control is early
detection of cost or schedule variances, while corrective action is still possible through diligent
tracking of costs incurred, costs committed, physical progress complete, and projections of cost at
completion.
1.4.4

Quality Assurance

EA has an established program for project quality assurance/quality control that is incorporated into
the project management processes. Our primary means of building quality into every phase of each
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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project is through the use of this formalized program, which was originally developed in 1992,
annually reviewed, and updated as necessary.
EA’s reputation is built upon a foundation of high quality service, data, and work products, as well
as responsiveness to our clients’ needs and concerns. The EA team uses a systematic and iterative
approach to ensure integration of the quality program throughout the complete spectrum of
consulting services, rather than simply addressing problems as they arise.
EA’s quality assurance/quality control program highlights are as follows:
•

The Quality Assurance/Quality Control Officer, independent of organizational line management,
has the freedom to monitor work, procedures, and documentation; identify problems; and has the
authority to develop corrective actions, verify their implementation, and stop work.

•

Programs to orient and train personnel in the implementation of the corporate and contractspecific Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program.

•

Development of project-specific design quality assurance project plans focusing on the unique
needs of environmental projects. This includes a quality control system for the coordination of
plans and minimizing errors and omissions in deliverable products.

•

Identification of senior technical reviewers who meet qualification requirements for the
necessary training, experience, and skills to provide peer review expertise for each of the
technical services EA performs.

•

Periodic audits of each engineering or scientific program, technical service area, and/or regional
operation to ensure compliance with Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program requirements.

•

Assigned quality assurance/quality control responsibilities for subconsultants.

•

A system of checks and balances within the organization requiring appropriate authorized
signature authority and adhering to a structured chain of command at all levels of management.

•

A comprehensive Contracts Policy and Procedures Manual that establishes a controlled system
for the handling, documentation, revision, review, and sign-off procedures for all contracts.

•

Assignment of quality assurance/quality control roles and responsibilities at every level of the
organizational structure.
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2. RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
A critical component of any proposed project is to perform a thorough and complete feasibility
study—this is done to determine project feasibility as measured via cost, permitability, and value, as
well as to evaluate and prioritize project alternatives. Following data collection and an accurate
description of existing conditions, it is important to develop and analyze a variety of practicable
alternatives that respond to the overall basic project purpose while meeting the goals and objectives
of the EBEC. The term “practicable” means available and capable of being done after taking into
consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of the overall project purpose.
The feasibility study analyzes the environmental historic, engineering, and socioeconomic
constraints and opportunities on a comparable basis for evaluation purposes. Selected variables
within the scope of analysis may include, but not be limited to, wetlands, wildlife, water quality,
cultural resources, hazardous waste, land use, recreation, cost, and permitting. These parameters
may be evaluated to compare impacts and to identify the primary constraints and opportunities
associated with the various alternatives; the result of which is to determine a preferred alternative
having the highest degree of return on investment while minimizing environmental and social
impacts, costs, and the regulatory process to the extent practicable. Following approval of the
preferred alternative(s), design plans would be prepared to the extent necessary to facilitate the
requirements of the applicable local, state, and federal permit applications.
The EA/Antares team staff has the experience to complete site assessments and turbine sizing for
wind generation in the East Bay of Rhode Island. EA/Antares team personnel have completed
project feasibility assessment and development for currently operating renewable energy projects
ranging from less than 1 kW up to 300 MW, including wind, solar, and biomass power facilities.
Antares is very familiar with incentives that are available in Rhode Island and the application
process involved in obtaining State renewable energy incentives. The EA/Antares team has diverse
background and experience to complete the technical aspects for siting a wind turbine in East Bay
and conducting financial analysis to identify cost-effective alternatives.
2.1 EA Engineering, Science, and Technology Projects
EA is a leading provider of engineering, environmental, and program/construction management
services. In business for 36 years, EA has worked hard to sustain an outstanding reputation with our
clients for technical proficiency and responsive service. More than 440 employees and a network of
20 offices across the United States (including our New England office in Warwick, RI) allow EA to
offer multi-disciplined project management teams. These teams are experienced in administering a
wide range of contract types, including both municipal and government contracts. Furthermore, EA
strictly adheres to a well-established, integrated quality control/quality assurance (QA/QC) program.
By truly integrating engineering, science, and technology, EA is able to design outstanding solutions
that assist its clients in ways that are environmentally sound, financially responsible, scientifically
dependable, and operationally efficient.
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EA example experience includes:
•

Wind Turbine Feasibility Study; Town of Westerly; Westerly, Rhode Island—On behalf of the
Town of Westerly, Rhode Island EA, in partnership with Antares Group, is currently preparing a
wind power feasibility study for developing wind power in the town. The Feasibility Study is
being conducted in two parts:
•
•

Stage 1: Preliminary analysis of sites
Stage 2: Detailed analysis of selected sites

The purpose of the Feasibility Study is to determine the feasibility of erecting and operating
wind turbines in Westerly. Stage I of this study will assess available sites in Westerly for the
wind power project and rank the five most feasible sites identified by the Town and up to two
additional sites in Westerly that are identified by EA/Antares or requested by the Town. Stage II
will be a more detailed analysis of up to three specific sites that will be selected on the basis of
Stage I assessment and Town and public input. The Stage I feasibility efforts will be the subject
of a future proposal subject to additional funding. The results of the Stage 1 and 2 feasibility
study efforts will provide the Town with sufficient information to proceed with the Phase II
Public Decision Process and the Phase III Implementation of the
project.
•

Maryland Aviation Administration; Greening of Baltimore;
Washington International Airport—See inset box.

•

Slater Mill Hydroelectric Turbine Rehabilitation Project;
Slater Mill Historic Site; Pawtucket, Rhode Island—On behalf
of the Slater Mill Historic Site, EA conducted a feasibility study
of options to restore hydroelectric power generation and preserve
the existing hydraulic turbines at Slater Mill. The first phase of
the project was to: (1) assess the condition of the existing
Francis turbine; (2) evaluate options to restore the Francis
turbine, including preserving the turbine in the existing
Maryland Aviation Administration,
condition, restoring the turbine to a functional state to
Greening of Baltimore Washington
demonstrate how it originally generated mechanical power for
International Airport—Under a multiyear on-call contract, EA is completing
the mill, and restoring the turbine to generate electricity; (3)
a wind energy feasibility study for BWI
evaluate options to preserve a Jonval turbine; and (4) evaluate
associated with sustainability master
installation of a new third unit while preserving the two existing
planning.
turbines in situ. The feasibility study was based on available
information about the existing turbines and mill structures
provided by the Slater Mill Historic Site, flow data for the
Blackstone River recorded by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), manufacturers’ data
on new turbine/generator equipment available on the market today, and fish passage facility
requirements developed by EA for the US Department of Agriculture - Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) as part of the Blackstone River Fish Passage Restoration Project.
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•

Transactional Due Diligence for Confidential Telecommunications Client; Cleveland, Ohio—
Managed team of professionals supporting the fast-track assessment of 16 wireless
telecommunication sites in the greater Cleveland metropolitan area in support of a
telecommunications merger and acquisition. Prepared American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) Phase I environmental site assessments and NEPA surveys per Federal
Communication Commission requirements, including onsite reviews and interviews with staff.
EA was able to provide individual ASTM Phase I and NEPA survey reports for each of the 16
sites defining Recognized Environmental Conditions within 3 weeks of Notice to Proceed
including database reviews, regulatory agency file reviews, and site reviews.

•

Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) Update; Camp Hartell; Windsor
Locks, Connecticut—EA developed an INRMP update for Camp Hartell. As part of this update,
EA evaluated existing natural resource communities and updated geologic information system
(GIS) databases. In addition to updating the INRMP for Camp Hartell, EA updated INRMPs for
Stones Ranch Military Reservation, Camp Rell, and East Haven Rifle Range.

•

Environmental Assessment; Fort Devens Property Transfer Plan; MassDevelopment
Authority—In April 2006, EA was retained by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’
redevelopment agency to prepare an Environmental Assessment pursuant to NEPA for the rapid
transfer of a 13-acre Superfund site owned by the Army at the former Fort Devens,
Massachusetts. The transfer would support MassDevelopment’s proposal to secure a
commitment from Bristol-Meyers Squibb, the global pharmaceutical company, to redevelop the
site as a research and development campus. EA completed the draft document in one working
week, incorporated client/stakeholder comments, and released the document to public notice
within three weeks of notice to proceed. To accomplish this, EA committed staff onsite in the
MassDevelopment offices to effectively organize and develop the deliverable. EA’s ability to
deliver the product under an expedited timeframe was one of the key factors in
MassDevelopment’s ability to draw this highly visible company to the Devens Industrial Park.

•

Environmental Assessment; Fort Totten Area Development Plan; 77th Army Reserve
Installation Management (ARIM); Queens, New York—In 2006, EA prepared an
Environmental Assessment and Area Development Plan at Fort Totten. Fort Totten serves as the
headquarters for the 77th Regional Readiness Command. The Area Development Plan was
completed in order to ensure that Fort Totten is adequately supporting the 77th U.S. Army
Reserve Center’s mission. The Area Development Plan calls for a series of real property
transactions, building construction and renovation activities, and site reconfiguration that would
begin in Fiscal Year 2006 and conclude in Fiscal Year 2012. The Environmental Assessment
was prepared to minimize impacts to human health, the environment, and historic integrity
associated with the Area Development Plan. The actions identified in the Environmental
Assessment include the Proposed Action, Alternative to the Proposed Action, and the No Action
Alternative. The Proposed Action involves five separate activities including building
renovations, demolition, construction, and real property transfers—specifically, the repair of
Building 319; major renovations to Buildings 118 and 200; the construction of a new 77th
Regional Readiness Command Headquarters; the transfer of Buildings 206, 329, and 330 to the
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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New York City Fire Department in exchange for land at Fort Totten; and the demolition of
Building 128. Alternatives were developed in accordance with current Anti-Terrorism Force
Protection (AT/FP) standards (UFC 4-010-01, DOD October 2003).
•

Environmental Assessment for Caven Point Area Development Plan; 77th Army Reserve
Installation Management (ARIM); Jersey City, New Jersey—EA prepared an Environmental
Assessment at Caven Point U.S. Army Reserve Center. The site is occupied by units of the 77th
Regional Readiness Command. The 77th ARIM developed an Environmental Assessment /Area
Development Plan to ensure that upgraded facilities
better support the U.S. Army Reserve’s mission while
minimizing impacts to human health, the environment,
and historic integrity. The Caven Point Environmental
Assessment /Area Development Plan includes a series
of real property transactions, building construction,
and site re-configuration that began in 2006 and will
conclude in 2014.

•

Wetland Mapping and Inventory, Town of North
Kingstown, Rhode Island—See inset box.

•

Environmental Assessment for Army Aviation
Wetland Mapping and Inventory, Town of
North Kingstown, RI—EA mapped and
Support Facility, Quonset Airport; North Kingstown,
inventoried freshwater and coastal wetlands townRhode Island—EA prepared an Environmental
wide into an ARCView GIS which included
Assessment per NEPA requirements for the siting and
wetland cover types, RIDEM/CRMC permit
database information, and digital images. In total,
construction of a new Army Aviation Support Facility
EA mapped over 5,000 individual polygons
(AASF) at Quonset Airport. The project involved
totaling in excess of 27,000 acres. EA further
evaluation of three alternatives, field surveys, and
enhanced the GIS by including tax assessor plat
and lot information, ownership, and zoning.
public scoping. The Environmental Assessment was
developed in accordance with AR 200-2 and National
Guard Bureau guidance and was approved with no comments after a 30-day public comment
period.

•

Environmental Assessment for Sewer Line Improvements; USCG Civil Engineering Unit
Providence; USCG Station Point Judith; Narragansett, Rhode Island,—EA prepared an
Environmental Assessment for the construction of a new sewer line and pumping station to
service the station. EA evaluated several alternatives and coordinated a public meeting with the
Town of Narragansett to address public concerns. As part of the Environmental Assessment, EA
prepared a Findings of No Significant Impact in support of the preferred alternative.

•

Environmental Assessment for UH-60 and UH-1 New Landing Zones for the 1/126th Aviation
Regiment; Rhode Island Army National Guard—EA is completing NEPA Environmental
Assessments to support the modernization of the Rhode Island Army National Guard’s
(RIARNG) helicopter fleet in Rhode Island. EA worked with RIARNG, RIDEM, municipalities,
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and other stakeholders to assess revised flight corridors and landing zones in various publiclyowned management areas and completed noise impact assessments of modified mission flight
corridors.
•

Master Planning for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Recreational Area; Union
Village and North Springfield Lake, Vermont—Under contract to Nobis Engineering, EA
utilized existing data and collected new data concerning wildlife habitats within riverine systems
and associated floodplains of both the Union Village and North Springfield dam complexes to
develop recreational and natural heritage strategies for USACE. Assessments included
identification of potential vernal pool habitat, wetland flora and fauna, riverine vertebrates and
invertebrates, and benthic species. Additional support included wetland identification via GIS
database.

•

Brandon Shores FGD Permitting; Baltimore, Maryland; Constellation Power Source—EA
managed a detailed assessment of the permitting, pre-construction approval, and operating
regulatory compliance requirements for a project to retrofit a wet lime flue gas desulfurization
(FGD) system for both units of the 1,360 megawatt coal-fired Brandon Shores Power Plant in
Maryland. Major project elements included barge delivery, unloading, and storage of dry
limestone; reclamation and treatment of effluent water from a local publicly-owned treatment
works (POTW) for preparation of lime slurry; lime slurrying; FGD absorbers for both units;
gypsum slurry dewatering and wastewater treatment; storage, loading and shipment of salable
gypsum; new continuous emissions monitors (CEMS); and a new main stack for flue gas
discharge. EA reviewed the potential project impacts with respect to all media including air,
water, land, and natural resources; and all potentially applicable federal, state, and local
regulatory structures and requirements. EA prepared a summary report of permitting and
compliance issues which included a detailed matrix of requirements. The matrix addressed
permitting, approval, and compliance requirements related to site assessments, air quality, power
industry-related issues, local construction approvals, Public Service Commission approvals,
natural resources, water supply and wastewater quality, hazardous materials, and compliance
plans. Matrix details for each entry included the authority/agency with jurisdiction, submittal
requirements, approval cycle duration, and permit/approval fees. EA’s analysis served as
permitting guidance to the owner for the execution of the project.

•

Environmental Feasibility Analysis; Baltimore, Maryland; Dominion Energy—EA led a
multi-disciplinary team of environmental professionals evaluating all aspects of environmental
permitting in a fatal flaw analysis and permitting feasibility study for a large coal and petroleum
coke-fired merchant power plant in Baltimore. The proposed 900-megawatt merchant power
project was to be located on a brown-field site where an existing steel mill would serve as the
industrial steam host. The site was located within the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area, and an
evaluation of once-through cooling options in adjoining tidal estuaries was performed. EA also
participated in the technology evaluation by developing emissions profiles for coal and
petroleum coke to be used as fuels in either circulating fluidized bed boilers or in integrated
gasification-combined cycle (IGCC) configurations. Activities included development of a
preliminary fatal flaw/major issue analysis to identify potentially insurmountable permitting
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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issues; followed by development of major media related analyses including water appropriation
and discharge, solid residue disposal, and major new source air permitting issues such as nonattainment offsets, lowest achievable emission rates, and best available control technology
requirements under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) regulations. Also provided
guidance to the client concerning the requirements for obtaining a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity from the Maryland Public Service Commission. Coordinated
regulatory agency certification of emission reduction credits (ERCs) from a unit shutdown by a
company offering credits for sale, prior to the client’s purchase of volatile organic compound
(VOC) ERCs for use as new source non-attainment offsets. Negotiated with regulatory
authorities to enable cross-application of VOC ERCs at a favorable trading ratio as new source
NOX offsets in a severe ozone non-attainment area. EA’s extensive experience with
environmental and land use permitting issues in Maryland and the Chesapeake Bay region, in
particular, enabled a timely and concise preliminary analysis of the project environmental
feasibility for the client.
2.2 Antares Projects
Antares provides wind resource assessment services to assist in evaluating the potential of small
community- or facility-scale wind projects, as well as large utility-scale wind farms. Antares’ staff
includes professional engineers, project managers, and analysts who have supported the
development of over 450 MW of operational utility-scale wind power and includes many gigawatts
of projects in various stages of early development. Antares works continuously with National
laboratories, government agencies, and private clients such as GE, Westinghouse, Alliant Energy,
Progress Energy, and NRG Energy seeking opportunities to incorporate renewable energy into our
nation’s power portfolio. Its outstanding work has been recognized by the U.S. Small Business
Administration and the Congressional Record.
For the projects that are the subject of this proposal, it should be noted that the Antares team has
been involved in all phases of project feasibility assessment and development for currently operating
renewable energy projects ranging from less than 1 kW up to 300 MW. Antares has experience in
all phases of project development, installation, and monitoring of a rooftop photovoltaic (PV) system
(see project description below for 12 kW PV installation for Prince George’s County, Maryland). In
addition, based on experience from the Herring Cove project (also see the project description below),
Antares is very familiar with the application process involved in obtaining State renewable energy
incentives. Antares has also recently completed the process for certification of the renewable power
from one of its projects (the Chariton Valley Biomass Project) for sale as Renewable Energy Credits
(verified by an independent third-party verifier), as well as certification of carbon credits for sale on
the Chicago Climate Exchange. The Antares team possesses diverse backgrounds and experience to
address all phases of these projects. Several representative projects highlighting our experience are
shown below:
•

Design, Installation, and Monitoring of Rooftop Solar System; Prince George’s County,
Maryland; Ali Abbasi, 301-220-1879—The Prince George’s County government is committed
to taking a leadership role in demonstrating and implementing environmentally sustainable
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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technologies throughout the county. Antares installed a 12 kw solar PV system on the roof of the
Inglewood III office building in Largo, Maryland. The building is the county’s main
headquarters for the Department of Environmental Resources (including the division of Permits
& Review), Public Works & Transportation, and Housing & Community Development. Since
the building is frequently visited by state and local decision-makers, engineers, architects,
contractors, and the general public, it makes an ideal location for a showcase project. The
objective of the project was to capitalize on valuable state and Federal cost-share funding to
install a minimum-cost solar power system for demonstrating the benefits and performance of
solar power technologies. The project was funded by Prince George’s County, the Maryland
Energy Administration, the Virginia Alliance for Solar Electricity, and the U.S. Department of
Energy through an award from the Utility Photovoltaic Group’s TEAM-UP program. The
system includes a remotely accessible weather station and power meter to monitor system
performance. The weather station monitors wind speed, solar energy, and ambient temperature.
Antares led all aspects of the project, including: (1) funding acquisition and coordination, (2)
system design and cost analysis, (3) coordination and planning with county managers, (4)
permitting, (5) equipment purchasing, (6) installation, (7) performance monitoring, and (8)
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) manual and final report preparation.
•

Herring Cove Beach Hybrid PV/Wind; Department of Energy, Golden Field Office; Joyce
Ziesler, (303) 275-4725—As a part of a contract with the US Department of Energy, Antares
assisted the National Park Service by performing a feasibility study and design for a PV solar
energy system for its facilities at Herring Cove Beach, Cape Cod National Seashore, located in
Provincetown, Massachusetts. The request for the feasibility study and preliminary design was
based on the fact that there is a need to replace the existing, deteriorating two-mile long
underground electric supply line at an estimated cost of $200,000. The facilities included a twostory bathhouse, snack shop, and fee booth.
As a part of the feasibility study, an energy audit was performed to identify opportunities for
cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades. This was done to minimize the peak electric load and
to shift electric heating/cooking load to propane. After Antares demonstrated that installation of
a PV energy system and energy efficiency measures was feasible, Antares provided the technical
and economic basis (lifecycle cost analysis) for such a system sized to meet the electricity
demands at the facilities in Herring Cove Beach. Additionally, a preliminary design of a PV
energy system and energy efficiency upgrades, as appropriate, was provided and included such
items as the PV energy system with balance of system components and their integration (e.g.,
inverters, charge controllers, batteries, back-up generation facilities, structural considerations,
etc), energy efficiency upgrades (e.g., fluorescent lighting, high-efficiency appliances, etc.) and
the development of procurement specifications for the installation, operations and maintenance
of a PV energy system sized to meet the electricity demands of the facilities identified. The PV
energy system was designed for unattended operation and sized to minimize lifecycle costs
(initial cost plus lifecycle operating costs, including fuel), but reliability was an important
consideration for the design. Antares prepared the PV energy system specifications including:
System description; Performance requirements; Equipment specifications; Warranties;
Equipment life expectancies; National Electrical Code and other code issues.
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.
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•

Schriever AFB Wind Energy Assessment; Department of Energy, Golden Field Office/
Schriever AFB; Melinda Latimer, (303) 275-4820—Antares has completed an initial site wind
energy feasibility study for Schriever Air Force Base (AFB) located near Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The feasibility study provided these conclusions about a potential large wind turbine:
 Elevation and other site factors and attribute to significant losses in system efficiency and

lower the capacity factors of the evaluated wind turbines. This leads to lowered performance
expectations and smaller net annual generation.
 Schriever AFB has relatively low electricity rates, and no available financial incentives

beyond green tags to support wind systems. As a result of these factors, power generation
from wind turbines may be economically favorable at Schriever AFB only for the largest
turbine evaluated (FL 600).
 The sensitivity analyses show that the O&M costs and wind speeds at the site have

significant effects on the economics, such that wind monitoring is critical to any decision
about the use of wind energy at the site. Furthermore, if the capital cost for a wind system is
treated as a sunk cost or long term payback periods are accepted, a wind turbine can provide
a low cost source of electricity in future years (the only expense would be O&M costs).
The next steps that will be performed for this project include the collection of measured wind
data at Schriever for 1 year at the actual site to determine performance of turbines and a
subsequent decision whether cost advantage for the large turbine is sufficient to warrant
completion of the detailed design for project.
•

Solar PV Feasibility Assessment for Inyo National Forest; Department of Energy – Golden
Field Office Inyo NF; Garry Oye, (760) 873-2464—The USDA Forest Service (USDA FS) was
granted technical assistance from Antares through DOE-FEMP to assess and design solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems at six of their facilities at the Inyo National Forest, located on the
eastern side of the Sierra Mountains, near Bishop, California. Antares provided the USDA FS a
feasibility study for the application of solar PV at six facilities (two in Lone Pine, California; two
in Bishop, California, and two in Lee Vining, California). The feasibility study looked to
maximize the application of solar PV at the best location for the six facilities and considered both
roof mounted modules and thin film (amorphous silicon). All six facilities were grid tied and
considered the use of net metering for grid interconnection. The results of the feasibility study
found two projects with reasonable payback periods under 20 years for solar PV due to
performance based incentives and buy downs available from the California Solar Initiative. One
of the two projects will be a net zero energy building with the use of solar PV. Two other
facilities with slightly higher paybacks are also being considered by USDA FS since they are
also good applications of the technology and are at visible locations within the Inyo National
Forest. The next step for Antares is to design the four systems desired by USDA FS and provide
a design package for the agency to solicit bids to perform the solar PV installations.
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3. PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK AND SCHEDULE
EA/Antares’ approach to completing the pre-feasibility study for developing wind power in the East
Bay region of Rhode Island (East Bay) is based on information provided by the Town of Bristol (the
Town), as lead agency for the East Bay Energy Consortium (EBEC), in the Request for Proposal
(RFP) dated 7 August 2009. As stated in the RFP, the East Bay region of Rhode Island includes the
Towns of Bristol, Warren, Barrington, East Providence, Portsmouth, Little Compton, Tiverton,
Middletown, and Newport.
A discussion of our study methodology and alternative evaluation criteria for completing the Task 1
Pre-Feasibility Study is provided in the next section. A detailed work breakdown for Task 1 and the
expected effort to complete Task 2 are provided in Section 3.2.
3.1 TASK 1 – PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY METHODOLOGY
As requested in the RFP, this proposal for EBEC’s wind feasibility evaluation will be completed in
two phases: The first task, the subject of this proposal, is a fatal-flaw analysis designed to assess
available sites around East Bay and identify which sites warrant further study. The results of Task 1
will be the basis for future proposal for the second task to complete a detailed technical and
feasibility study of preferred sites around East Bay.
3.1.1

Wind Turbine Siting Considerations and Constraints

EA/Antares will attend two meetings with the EBEC, Roger Williams University Law School
fellows, and the EBEC legal consultant during the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study to respond to
questions on regulatory and legal issues which are being addressed through a separate project by the
EBEC legal consultant. EA/Antares will provide technical information from the Pre-Feasibility
Study relative to the EBEC legal consultant’s study regarding RI General Laws, ownership issues,
and operation and maintenance responsibilities.
3.1.2

Identification of Sites

EBEC and EA/Antares will discuss the sites that have already been identified as potential turbine
locations and the criteria that let to those decisions. EA/Antares will assess available municipal land
in East Bay for additional potential sites. We have assumed that EBEC members and/or volunteers
would assist with further identification and provide assessor’s maps of potential sites. The
EA/Antares project team will present a decision matrix identifying the relative advantages and
disadvantages of these sites based upon the criteria previously used by EBEC, as well as any
additional criteria identified by EA/Antares. We anticipate that as many as 12 sites will be included
in the matrix.
3.1.3

Available Wind Resources

The Rhode Island Wind Study and other publically available wind data will be used to make a
preliminary assessment of wind power production potential across the selected sites.
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If there any wind monitoring sites currently in placed within the East Bay, EA/Antares will identify
those to the EBEC and request use of the data.
3.1.4

Municipal Facility Electrical Consumption (Current and Proposed) and Cost

EA/Antares will evaluate the electrical demand of municipalities identified by EBEC (such as water
and sewer treatment and Department of Public Works facilities), utilizing 12 months of power bills
provided by EBEC. This evaluation will allow an assessment to be made of potential options for
offsetting the electric power usage with wind turbines. We have assumed that EBEC members
and/or volunteers will compile this information for each town.
3.1.5

Preliminary Electrical Interconnection Requirements

The existing electric power distribution infrastructure will be evaluated to assess feasibility of
interconnecting to the grid, and preliminary estimates will be made for costs for interconnection of
turbines to the distribution infrastructure, or directly to buildings.
3.1.6

Environmental Impacts and Permitting Requirements

Avian/Bats - EA/Antares will review available existing flyway maps and habitat assessments to
evaluate potential impacts on birds and bats. Published literature on impacts of wind turbines on
birds and bats will be summarized.
Wildlife - EA/Antares will review available information on wildlife in East Bay and will identify
potential animal movement patterns and corridors that are located near the wind turbine sites.
Letters will be submitted to appropriate state agencies (Fish and Wildlife, Water Quality) to initiate
contact and gain an understanding of what specific issues must be addressed during the
environmental impact studies that will be conducted as part of Task 2.
Environmental - EA will assess each of the proposed wind turbine sites and identify local, RI
Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM), Coastal Resources Management Council
(CRMC), and other state and federal permit requirements.
Land Use - EA will review East Bay’s zoning bylaws to identify land use restrictions relative to
farms, easements, open space, and historical interests. Zoning maps will be reviewed to identify
federal-, state-, or town-owned land that would be preferred for siting of a wind turbine facility.
Public lands would eliminate the need to purchase private land and would more than likely result in
a more cost-effective project. We have assumed that EBEC members and/or volunteers will compile
this information for each town and will identify specific areas that would be of visual concern.
Permits - EA will consult with the EBEC’s Town Committees to identify special use permits that
may be required from the Zoning Board for land designated as open space (OS II). EA/Antares will
provide recommendations of advisable regulatory changes at the local level that would enhance the
project’s feasibility, and any necessary zoning amendments for any of the potential sites will be
identified.
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Height Restrictions - Variances to the zoning bylaw will be identified for wind turbine sites,
including limits on structure heights. We have assumed that EBEC members and/or voluntters will
compile this information for each town.
Noise/Shadow Flicker - EA/Antares will provide industry information on potential noise, light, and
shadow flicker impacts that could be associated with wind turbines. This assessment will be based
on published data and will not require any field measurements or laboratory studies.
3.1.7

Preliminary Project Economics for Potential Turbine Development

Turbine Equipment - Antares will provide up-to-date information on the availability of turbines,
including turbine sizing, fabrication timing, installation scheduling, and pricing.
Avoided Costs - EA/Antares will provide a financial model representing the avoided costs of
generating electricity using a wind turbine vs. the current and projected costs of purchasing
electricity. The avoided costs will be assessed under conditions where the generated electricity is
consumed entirely by the EBEC, avoiding the costs of purchasing electricity, and where the
generated electricity is sold at a wholesale rate back into the grid, offsetting the costs of purchased
electricity.
Financial Projections - EA/Antares will provide pro forma financial projections including estimated
revenue and acquisition, construction, and operating expenses.
Financing options - EA/Antares will provide an assessment of the EBEC’s financing options.
Economic incentives - EA/Antares will provide information on how economic enhancements such
as subsidies, renewable energy credits, and tax credits can enhance the potential revenue to be
generated by a wind turbine, as well as assess whether the evaluated ownership structures would be
eligible to redeem production tax credits or other incentives.
3.1.8

Public Outreach

EA will attend one public meeting to present the study results and obtain public input on the ranking
of the wind turbine sites. The Task 1 public meeting will discuss the preliminary screening of sites
and solicit public input on the top three preferred sites. Input from the meeting will be documented
in the preliminary evaluation report and will be factored into the selection of up to three sites for
detailed evaluation.
3.2

WORK BREAKDOWN

The Pre-Feasibility Study (Task 1) is the fatal flaw analysis, which will be completed in six
sequential subtasks. For budgetary purposes, we have also described future tasks that will be
necessary to complete the Detailed Feasibility Study of the preferred sites in Task 2. These tasks
would be completed during the next phase of the project after EBEC has defined a specific scope of
work based on the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study results.
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3.2.1

Coordination Meetings

Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study
•

EA’s Project Manager will attend a kickoff meeting with the EBEC and Town representatives at
the beginning of Task 1. The meeting will be held within 10 days of signing of the contract by
all parties. The purpose of meeting will be to obtain initial input from the EBEC on sites, obtain
available GIS and hardcopy information, and visit additional public or Town land sites. Antares’
Renewable Energy Analyst will be available by telephone or videoconference.

•

A Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study EBEC meeting will be held to present the results of the PreFeasibility Study and select sites for additional detailed investigation in the future Task 2.
Additional input will be obtained from the EBEC for the Task 2 detailed evaluation of the
preferred sites.

•

EA’s Project Manager will attend a meeting with the EBEC, Roger Williams University Law
School fellows, and the EBEC legal consultant once the Pre-Feasibility Study is complete to
respond to questions on regulatory and legal issues which are being addressed through a separate
project by the EBEC legal consultant. Antares’ Renewable Energy Analyst will be available by
telephone.

Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study
•

A Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study EBEC meeting and a public meeting will also be held to
present the evaluation of the preferred sites and facility sizing and to discuss recommendations
for project implementation.

•

A Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study with the EBEC, Roger Williams University Law School
fellows, and the EBEC legal consultant will also be held following the completion of Task 2.

3.2.2

Data Review

Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study
•

EA/Antares and EBEC volunteers will obtain available GIS data for the East Bay region,
including available terrain, land use, zoning, parcel line data, aerial imagery, and civic
infrastructure information.

•

Up to 12 potential sites selected will be identified by the EBEC and EA/Antares.

•

EA will attend one meeting to coincide with the kickoff meeting (Task 1) with the EBEC and
Town representatives to review and identify information that will be useful for the study.
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Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study
•

Virtual met data from location(s) that are determined to be representative of the project area will
be ordered from AWS Truewind.

•

An assessment of existing microwave telecommunications corridors that transect the proposed
sites will be commissioned from ComSearch.

•

EA will review available soils and bedrock geological maps to identify foundation conditions.
Recommendations for field subsurface investigations deemed necessary for specific sites will be
provided. Subsurface investigations would be conducted after completion of the Task 2 studies
prior to project implementation.

•

EA/Antares will review available highway and topography maps to identify access routes to each
site that will be suitable for construction and daily operation and maintenance activities.

•

Access requirements for transportation of the wind turbine components to each site will be
identified by EA engineers. Road improvements for the appropriate truck size needed to deliver
the largest components (tower and blades) to the site will be identified.

3.2.3

Initial Screening of Sites

Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study
•

After all available information is provided, the sites will be assessed to define and rank preferred
location for wind power facilities. Available data will be summarized and presented in the
Task 1 draft preliminary report.

•

Variables such as property ownership and distance to load or interconnection will be examined.

•

Proximity to residential and recreation areas, sensitive habitat, and local permitting restrictions
will also be considered. Relative strength of the wind resource at these sites will also be
considered.

Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study
•

Antares will model the virtual dataset for a detailed wind resource evaluation using WAsP 8.0
and WindPro 2.5.

•

OE/AAA forms will be filed with the FAA to assess potential conflicts.
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3.2.4

Evaluation of Selected Sites

Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study
•

Once the initial screening is complete, a preliminary evaluation of the sites with the best
potential for installation of wind turbines will be completed.

•

Utilizing available data, the power production potential of different sites will be assessed.
Assessment of municipal electrical loads will be conducted, and potential combinations of sites
and turbines to meet that need will be presented.

•

Preliminary cost estimates will be developed and an economic analysis prepared to identify the
best candidate sites. A financial model will be developed that accounts for major costs
associated with construction and operation of the wind power facilities. Equipment costs will be
based on turbine manufacturers’ data and published installation cost data for the construction
industry.

•

The appropriate size and number of turbines will be recommended to offset the tallied municipal
loads.

•

The Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study will be summarized in the report and presented to the EBEC for
concurrence with the Task 2 sites that will be considered for the Phase 2 Detailed Feasibility
Study.

Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study
•

The selected sites will be evaluated for potential environmental conflicts and any necessary
mitigation measures.

•

Potential owners/operators of the turbine(s) will be evaluated.

•

Options interconnecting to buildings or for selling surplus power back to National Grid will be
evaluated. As a future task, if determined to be necessary, Superna will file an interconnection
request with ISO New England and will prepare necessary electrical diagrams. The filing could
cost $500-$1,500 for each application, depending upon whether the local distribution
infrastructure satisfies the requirements for ISO New England “fast track” study process for
small generator interconnection requests. This study will determine the potential costs of
upgrades that would be required to sell power to National Grid.

•

A more detailed assessment of site access restrictions will also be completed as part of this future
task. The financial model and economic analysis developed for Task 1 will be updated to
incorporate transmission lines and access costs identified in the future Task 2 task.
Visual simulations of turbines will be created, taking into account any particular area of concern
as indicated by the EBEC.

•
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•

If the wind resource modeling indicates that the installation of a meteorological tower would be
advisable to obtain site-specific data collection at one or more locations within the EBEC’s
proposed project area, Antares will provide recommendations in advance of the Task 2
Feasibility Study relative to the tower location, type of equipment to be installed, and
configuration of the sensors. If the EBEC elects to purchase a meteorological tower, Antares
will be available to assist with the procurement and selection of the equipment.

•

EA/Antares will identify various ownership options for the EBEC regional wind energy system
and will recommend a structure for ownership and operation of the wind turbine project.

•

EA/Antares will provide information on equipment insurance and warranties and details on
available maintenance plans for equipment.

3.2.5

Report

Two reports will be prepared by EA/Antares. The first Phase 1 report will summarize the initial
screening of sites. The second report will summarize the Task 2 detailed evaluation of selected sites.
Combined, these two reports will provide a complete final feasibility study.
Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study
The results of the pre-feasibility analysis will be summarized in a report. Ten hard copies and one
electronic PDF copy of the draft Task 1 report will be submitted to the EBEC for review and
comment by the Committee and stakeholders. After obtaining comments from the EBEC and from
the public outreach meeting, the Task 1 report will be finalized. Ten hard copies and one electronic
PDF copy of the final Wind Power Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study, including all maps, charts, and
supporting data, will be submitted to the EBEC upon completion of the project. A digital file of all
information will also be submitted upon completion and acceptance of the project by the EBEC in
Microsoft Word and AutoCAD 2009 formats, as appropriate.
Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study
The detailed feasibility results will be summarized in a Task 2 Detailed Feasibility Study Report.
Ten hard copies and one electronic PDF copy of the draft Phase 2 report will be submitted to the
EBEC for review. After obtaining comments from the EBEC, the Task 2 report will be finalized.
Ten hard copies and one electronic PDF copy of this future Task 2 report will be submitted to the
EBEC upon completion of the project. A digital file of all information will also be submitted upon
completion and acceptance of the project by the EBEC in Microsoft Word and AutoCAD 2009
formats, as appropriate.
3.3

SCHEDULE

EA/Antares will require two months to complete the Task 1 Pre-Feasibility Study. Work will be
initiated as soon as the contract has been signed by EA and the EBEC. Assuming a contract is in
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place by 15 September 2009, the Task 1 kickoff meeting with EBEC will be scheduled during the
last two weeks of September. Four weeks will be required to compile available data and screen the
sites in East Bay. The Task 1 preliminary analysis EBEC meeting will be scheduled during the first
week of November, followed by the first public meeting during the second week of November,
which will allow the Task 1 report to be finalized in mid-November 2009. Once authorized to
proceed, approximately six months will be required to complete the Task 2 detailed evaluation of the
selected sites.
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Thomas C. Cook, P.E.

Qualifications

Senior Engineer/Client Manager

Education
B.S.; University of Vermont; Civil Engineering;
1972

Mr. Cook is a Senior Engineer and Client Manager in
EA’s Northeast Business Unit where he manages a staff
of engineers and scientists. He provides 35 years of
experience in project management, civil and structural
engineering and design, hydrologic and hydraulic
analyses, economic analysis, and construction
inspection and management. Mr. Cook is a Registered
Professional Engineer in states of Maine, Connecticut,
Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, and
Rhode Island. He brings 35 years of experience in
design and management of water resource projects.

Registrations/Certifications
Registered Professional Engineer-ME (No. 4141),
MA (No. 29025), MD (No. 18291), NJ (No.
24GE04084200), DE (No. 11601), RI (No.
8819), CT (No. 26144)
Specialized Training
University of Wisconsin-Madison; College of
Engineering; Engineering Innovative Fish Passage
Course
Boston Society of Civil Engineers Section, American
Society of Civil Engineers; 1980 Hydraulic Lecture
Series on Small Scale Hydro Power

Mr. Cook is the former Director of Alden Research
Laboratory, Inc.’s Environmental Group. Mr. Cook’s
Appointments
project responsibilities have included: conceptual and
American Society of Civil Engineers, Member
detailed design of fish protection and passage
Environmental & Water Resources Institute,
technologies; 316(b) technology evaluations, dam
Member
removal projects; energy, economic, appraisal, and
Coastal America, 2002 Partnership Award for
Cooper River Fishway Restoration Team
feasibility studies; Federal Energy Regulatory
Coastal America, 2005 Partnership Award for
Commission (FERC) preliminary permits and license
Batsto River Fishway Restoration Team
applications; hydraulic design of intake structures;
design modifications for plant rehabilitation; and
independent evaluation of projects for bank financing
and for power purchasing utilities. For the Department of Energy (DOE), he was responsible for the design,
construction, and operational testing of a pilot-scale fish-friendly turbine and test facility as part of the
Advanced Hydropower Turbine Program. He is co-inventor of the Electric Power Research Institute’s (EPRI)
Modular Inclined Screen (U.S. Patent No. 5385428).
Relevant Project Experience
Slater Mill Turbine Rehabilitation Project; Slater Mill Historic Site; Pawtucket, Rhode Island; 2007;
Project Manager/Project Engineer—Conducted a feasibility study of options to restore hydroelectric power
generation and preserve the existing hydraulic turbines at Slater Mill. The first phase of the project was to: 1)
assess the condition of the existing Francis turbine; 2) evaluate options to restore the Francis turbine including
preserve the turbine in the existing condition, restore the turbine to a functional state for demonstrating how it
originally generated mechanical power for the mill, and restore the turbine to generate electricity; 3) evaluate
options to preserve a Jonval turbine; and, 4) evaluate installation of a new third unit while preserving the two
existing turbines in situ. The feasibility study was based on available information about the existing turbines
and mill structures provided by the Slater Mill Historic Site, flow data for the Blackstone River recorded by
the United States Geological Survey (USGS), manufacturers’ data on new turbine/generator equipment
available on the market today, and fish passage facility requirements developed by EA for the US Department
of Agriculture - Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) as part of the Blackstone River Fish Passage
Restoration Project.
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Hydroelectric Micro-Turbine Market Survey; Connecticut Clean Energy Fund; May 2007; Project
Manager—Prepared a survey of hydroelectric micro-turbines for the Connecticut Clean Energy Fund. The
Connecticut Clean Energy Fund was funding a pilot demonstration project with a new turbine design at a
100-kw site. The survey identified the range of other types of equipment and costs that could be installed at
the 100-kw site and was used to justify funding of the project.
Jewel Mill Waterwheel Repair Project; Cheryl Forster (Private Dam Owner); Rowley, Massachusetts;
2005-2006; Project Manager/Project Engineer—Partnered with the Mill owner to repair the historical
waterwheel at the dam on the Mill River, a tributary to the Parker River in Rowley, Massachusetts. The
overshot water wheel at the privately owned site was operated for historical and educational purposes.
Deterioration of pipe feeding the water wheel prevented the supply of water to the top of the wheel ending
operations in 2004. Because of the historical significance and potential educational benefits, the owner would
like to restore the water wheel to an operating condition, but not necessarily generate power. As part of the
first phase of this project, designing and installing the replacement components for the water wheel and water
supply system were designed and the repair plan presented to the owner’s general contractor.
Riverdale Mills Hydroelectric Expansion Project; Riverdale Mills, Inc.; Millville, Massachusetts; 20042005; Project Manager—Prepared feasibility study for expansion of existing small hydroelectric plant
expansion. Options investigated were: (1) replacement of existing 700-kw turbine/generator with a single
1.2-MW unit; (2) adding a second 300-kw unit; and (3) adding a second 500-kw unit. Efforts included
inspection of existing turbine/generator and turbine bays, hydrologic and hydraulic analysis, power generation
estimates, and construction cost estimates.
Fish-Friendly Turbine Development; DOE; 1999-2003; Holden, Massachusetts; Project Manager/Project
Engineer—Responsible for structural design, construction supervision, and project management of
$5,600,000 study for Advanced Hydropower Turbine Program. The study included: construction of a 140-ft
long closed-loop test facility for 4-ft diameter test turbine; procurement and installation of a dynamometer to
control runner speed and measuring output torque; procurement, refurbishment, and installation of a 2,000-HP
pump rated for 100 cfs at 80-ft head with variable speed drive; fabrication and installation of adjustable test
and control fish injection systems; design and fabrication of an inclined fish collection screen and tank;
development of the turbine runner design criteria; hydraulic, structural design, and mechanical design of the
new mixed flow turbine that is unlike existing Francis and Kaplan turbine designs. As project manager,
supervised the project team of engineers and biologist to: prepare specifications and construction drawings for
turbine and test loop component fabrication, equipment installation, and facility construction; complete
operational testing to define performance characteristics; and biological testing of 35,000 fish for various life
stages of 7 species.
Due Diligent Reviews; Bay Bank Boston, Pru Capital, Inc., Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., Allegheny Power
Service Company, Public Service Company of New Hampshire; 1982-1993; Project Engineer—Completed
third party independent review of hydroelectric projects for banking interests and power purchasing utilities.
Reviews included hydrologic and hydraulic analysis to predict flow and define head, power generation
projections, structural design calculations and construction drawing, and equipment specification review, and
witnessing of equipment performance testing. Plants included: Cascade Dam Hydroelectric Project
(Michigan), Great Falls Hydroelectric Project (New Jersey), Dewey’s Mills Hydroelectric Project (New
Hampshire), Ottauquechee Woolen Mills (New Hampshire), Lochmere Hydroelectric Project (New
Hampshire), Hopkinton Hydroelectric Project (New Hampshire), Little Falls Hydroelectric Project (New
York), Errol Hydroelectric Project (New Hampshire), Indian Valley Hydroelectric Project (California), Low
Line Hydroelectric Project, Idaho, New Martinsville Hydroelectric Project (North Carolina), Bloomington
Lake Hydroelectric Project (North Carolina) Allegheny Lock & Dam No. 5 and 6 Hydroelectric Projects
(Pennsylvania).
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Samuel Whitin
Environmental Scientist
Mr. Whitin has over 9 years of extensive multidisciplinary
experience in the technical aspects of environmental
consulting. He has participated in and acted as project
manager for various restoration activities including salt
marsh, freshwater wetland, estuarine, marine, and riverine
habitat restorations. He has managed various permit
activities, environmental assessments (National
Environmental Policy Act [NEPA]-related), ecological risk
evaluations, wetland delineations, and fish and wildlife
surveys. Mr. Whitin has also been integral in aquatic
organism, soil, sediment, groundwater, and surface water
projects throughout New England and the mid-Atlantic
related to Superfund (Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act) sites, Base
Realignment and Closure sites, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) dredge, as well as numerous municipal
and private sector investigations.

Qualifications
Education
B.S.; Bates College; Biology; 1999
Maine Maritime Academy; 1995
Specialized Training
First Aid and CPR Certifications; 2005
OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Training; 2005
OSHA 8-Hour Hazardous Waste Operations
Refresher Course; 2003
U.S. Department of Transportation: NEPA and
Transportation Decision-Making; 2002
NITON XRF Spectrum Analyzer: Certified in
Radiation Safety and Monitoring,
Measurement, Technology, and Machine
Maintenance; 2001
EPA Region 1 Quality Assurance Project Plan
Program; 2000
OSHA 40-Hour Hazardous Waste Operations
Safety Training; 2000

Relevant Project Experience
Blackstone River Fish Passage Improvement Projects; USDA-NRCS, Providence, Rhode Island – Deputy
Project Manager for the restoration of fish passage at three dams along the Blackstone River in Rhode Island.
Project involves permitting, engineering, NEPA environmental assessments, and public outreach support for
the installation of Denil-type fish ladders in an urbanized setting.
Rising Sun Mills Fish Passage Improvement Project; USDA-NRCS, Providence, Rhode Island – Project
Manager for the engineering and permitting for the installation of a fish ladder on the Woonasquatucket River
in Providence, Rhode Island. Worked with various local non-profits, land owners, and federal and state
agencies to design and permit a Denil fish ladder.
Gooseneck Cove Restoration Project; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and NRCS,
Newport, Rhode Island – Initial Project Manager for the engineering and permitting effort to restore tidal
flow to a 65-acre estuary that has been restricted by a causeway with two undersized culverts, a partially
breached concrete dam, and a low-lying road with a partially functional culvert. They are to improve basin
tidal exchange, water quality, fish habitat, increase the health and primary production of the salt marsh
community, eliminate algal blooms, and improve the overall ecological integrity and connectivity with
Narragansett Bay. EA is providing planning, geotechnical analysis, alternatives analysis, engineering and
design support, permitting, and cost estimates for this restoration project.
Merwin Meadows Dam Removal Survey; USDA-NRCS, South Norwalk, Connecticut – Provided project
management duties for initial sediment sampling plan and subsequent feasibility study for the removal of
contaminated sediments behind the Merwin Meadows Dam in Wilton, Connecticut. Current management
support for the design and permitting for this fish passage project involving sediment removal evaluation,
disposal alternatives, engineering design for sediment removal, and restoration activities associated with
removal of contaminated sediments.
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Nonquitt Marsh Restoration Project; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – Performed
initial project management duties including project oversight of numerous subcontractors; evaluation and
presentation historical data; vegetation, soils, and wildlife analyses; public meeting coordination; and
evaluation of hydrological data for the compilation of a feasibility study for the restoration of the Nonquitt
salt marsh in Dartmouth, Massachusetts.
Mussachuck Creek Restoration; USDA-NRCS, and Rhode Island Country Club – Project Manager for the
restoration of Mussachuck Creek and Rhode Island Country Club in Barrington, Rhode Island. Project
involved engineering and permitting of a self-regulating tide gate, hydraulic analysis, and subsequent
engineering and permitting of over 10,000 yd3 of sediment removal. Managed over 12 project participants
and subcontractors during the design and permitting phase of the project. EA prepared all engineering plans,
specifications, bid forms, and permits. Completed the project by performing the onsite construction
management duties for this $7 million plus successful construction project.
Camp Fogarty Erosion Control Project, East Greenwich, Rhode Island; Rhode Island Army National
Guard – Project Manager for the erosion control project for maintaining over 9 mi of unpaved trail systems
within the 375-acre Camp Fogarty Army Training facility in East Greenwich, Rhode Island. Conducted
wetland and resource delineations to support permitting and development of engineering solutions to control
runoff and erosion. Mapped approximately 20 acres of forested wetland habitat using per USACE and Rhode
Island Department of Environmental Management requirements using 3-parameter approach based on
vegetation, soils, and hydrology as wetland indicators.
Long-Term Monitoring Program, Naval Air Station, Brunswick, Maine; Department of the Navy,
Engineering Field Activity Northeast, Naval Facilities Engineering Command – Assisted in groundwater,
surface water, groundwater seep, and sediment collections. Also provided technical assistance in the
installation and subsequent sampling of groundwater diffusion samplers.
LaSalle Wetland Assessment; Exelon Nuclear – Conducted a wetland assessment survey on a 33,000-acre
site to develop a GIS map to assist Exelon in initial preparation to replace a water line that runs from the
Illinois River to the nuclear plant.
U.S. Coast Guard Station Point Judith, Environmental Assessment, Narragansett, Rhode Island; U.S.
Coast Guard Civil Engineering Unit – Providence, Rhode Island – Task Manager for the preparation an
environmental assessment of the impacts associated with the installation of a new sewer line from the U.S.
Coast Guard Station Point Judith to the Town of Narragansett’s sewer system. Under contract to the U.S.
Coast Guard Civil Engineering Unit, Providence, Rhode Island, this environmental assessment was conducted
to evaluate sewer line alternatives to replace the failed existing subsurface sewage disposal system at the
Station Point Judith facility.
Wetlands Permitting; Naval Station Newport, Newport Rhode Island – Initiated field delineation efforts and
background research for the evaluation of a water diversion project from a wetland area to an adjacent
property. Using the acquired information, prepared and submitted appropriate permits to the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management.
Hudson River/East River/Flushing Bay Dredge Material Investigation; USACE–New York District –
Collected and processed Vibracore sediment samples. Identified sediment types and stratification observed in
sediment cores. Responsible for handling of sediment from sampling design, collection, and identification to
making composites and assisting the laboratory with test setup procedures.
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Heidi Lestyán
Renewable Energy Analyst
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Ms. Lestyán joined the ANTARES team in January 2008 as a renewable energy analyst. She has over four
years experience in research and analysis associated with wind power and renewable energy policy. Her
expertise is in feasibility assessment, resource evaluation, environmental impact analysis, and turbine array
planning. She has been a key part of project development efforts leading to 450 MW of operating wind
power capacity, and in numerous additional projects that are currently under development and feasibility
consideration.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Wind Resource Analysis
Wind Project Development
EDUCATION
M.S., Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University, ABD
B.S., Architecture University of Virginia, 2000
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2004-2008, Wind Resource Analyst, BP Alternative Energy
Prior to joining Antares Group, Ms. Lestyán worked as part of the wind power development team at
Greenlight Energy, Inc. After Greenlight was acquired by BP Alternative Energy in August of 2006, she
joined BPAE’s Global Wind Resource Assessment team. She has extensive background in GIS-based
analyses of potential wind power installations. She has performed site selections for meteorological towers,
analyzed wind power data, and coordinated all aspects of project feasibility studies, including analyzing earlystage wind data for project viability and wind power potential. In addition to resource assessment, she has
overseen visual and environmental impact analysis studies for project partners, environmental consultants,
and municipal stakeholders.
Ms. Lestyán is intimately familiar with all aspects of a project’s life cycle, from initial contact with potential
stakeholders through permitting and construction. She has coordinated initial and ongoing communication
with landowners for wind easement option agreements. She has also assisted in creating power sales
proposals, grant applications, and permit applications for wind projects.
Ms. Lestyán has been a key participant in the land acquisition, project planning, and construction of the Cedar
Creek Wind farm and Elk River Wind Farm projects. Cedar Creek Wind Farm is an operational 300 MW
facility located in Weld County Colorado. Elk River Wind Farm is an operational 150 MW facility located in
Butler County Kansas. In addition to these operational projects, Ms. Lestyán has worked on over 30 different
proposed wind farm sites, including the expansions of currently operating facilities. Ms. Lestyán is currently
pursuing a MS at James Madison University in Integrated Science and Technology, with a concentration in
Renewable Energy. She is also pursuing NABCEP Solar PV Installer Certification through SEI coursework.
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RELATED RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
2005-08: Graduate Student, James Madison University
Ms. Lestyán is completing Master’s Thesis work in analyzing why the Production Tax Credit for Renewable
Energy has failed to become a permanent instrument of energy policy within the United States. This research
focuses on the politics of legislative policy formulation and the analysis of subgovernment structure and
behavior.
2006: Graduation Teaching Assistant, James Madison University
Ms. Lestyán was responsible for the “Energy & Transportation” module of the undergraduate class in
Sustainable Societies, which was taught during the summer study abroad session in Malta, in conjunction
with the University of Malta and the Maltese Institute of Energy Technology.
2005-06: Graduate Teaching Assistant, James Madison University
Ms. Lestyan was responsible for the analysis of data collected by the Virginia State Anemometer Loan
Program, and assisted in completing a feasibility study conducted by James Madison University on behalf of
the NASA facility at Wallops Island, Va.
RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS
“A Case Study for Small Wind in Urban Settings on the Island of Gozo”, Institute for Energy Technology
(Malta), June 2006, author.
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Carl Harris
Environmental Scientist
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Mr. Harris is an environmental scientist with ANTARES. He has over seven years experience in research and
analysis associated with renewable energy resources and technologies. His expertise is in environmental,
feedstock supply, policy implementation, marketing, and economic analysis.
Mr. Harris has successfully managed many biomass fuel supply assessments for private and government
sector clients. Typical feedstock resources include: wood manufacturing, forest, agricultural, and energy crop
residues. The results of his supply studies have been successfully used by clients to identify and contact
potential fuel suppliers and to determine project scale and economic feasibility. Mr. Harris has developed a
unique expertise in the area of biomass resource studies and, subsequently, a distinct method for data
collection and analysis that has been proven successful for clients. This experience is a valuable resource to
ANTARES, to be utilized in both projects of its kind as well as other projects using different resources, such
as ethanol, biodiesel, and/or methane.
Mr. Harris is experienced in evaluating potential biomass energy site locations. Mr. Harris developed and
completed a phone survey of over 120 potential host sites. The results of the initial surveys are used to
develop leads for more detailed site visits. Mr. Harris has completed site evaluations for 15 potential host
sites. His evaluation considered information regarding layout, infrastucture, energy demand/pricing,
geography, handling and processing practices, and fuel data. Mr. Harris is also experienced using Expert
Choice decision-making software, which applies the power of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to make
complex site location decisions. His analysis reporting is available to help potential developers with early site
planning and with applications for various incentives.
Mr. Harris has worked with federal and state governments to help implement renewable energy policies. This
includes the development of an online application for provisional certification of New York’s Renewable
Portfolio Standard. Mr. Harris has applied his knowledge by offering ongoing support to several state
governments as they evaluate and process applications. His expertise in renewable energy resources is
specifically used to provide council and to develop solutions to various questions related to the policies.
Mr. Harris developed a model for capital budgeting / pro forma assessments of biomass energy projects. The
model contains fields for key input and output data required to assess project investment performance. The
model calculates free cash flow, weighted average cost of capital (discount rate), NPV, and IRR. Key
assumption tables and tornado charts are provided for convenient use in reports. The model has been used
effectively to provide analysis of project investments for several clients.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Biomass Fuel Resource Assessment
Capital Budgeting Analysis
Renewable Energy Policy Implementation
Analysis and Testing of Combustion Systems
Cofiring and Alternative Fuel Feasibility Studies
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National, Regional, and Local Fuel Pricing and Availability Studies
Environmental Permitting for Energy Projects
Industrial Energy Efficiency
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2000.
Master of Business Administation (in progress), The American University, 2006-present.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2000-Present, Environmental Scientist, Antares Group Inc.
Mr. Harris played a prominent role in the development of a multi-year, multi-million dollar biomass
development project at the Dunkirk Station in upstate New York. Mr. Harris assisted in the development of
budgets required to secure additional funding for a Federal Government/private industry consortium,
coordinated and organized responsibilities among Consortium members, and offered advice regarding
environmental policies related to the project. Mr. Harris was responsible for developing a protocol for the
emissions testing program of the biomass co-firing system. He coordinated the activities of the emissions
testing contractor, technical support staff, and plant management during the emissions testing. In this project,
Mr. Harris demonstrated his management skills and experience in trouble-shooting environmental, economic,
and engineering issues related to the project.
As a follow-up effort to prior work with Progress Energy Carolinas (PGN), Mr. Harris provided support to
PGN staff to validate the potential for cofiring at Sutton, assisting in planning pre-commercial cofiring tests,
and by providing expert advice in cofiring technologies and the associated environmental benefits.
Mr. Harris has conducted serveral biomass supply studies for Connecticut Clean Energy Fund. Mr. Harris
identified residue generating businesses, aggregators, transfer stations, sources of forest thinning residues, and
brokers within the areas surrounding both Waterbury and Plainfield, CT, conducted interviews with these
identified entities and used the gathered data to build a supply database, discussed general terms and
conditions of potential supply contracts for both CT plant sites, compared ANTARES approach vs. other
supply studies, and authored the report deliverable. The results of the supply study, presented in the draft
report, were presented as a series of maps and supply curves.
Mr. Harris lead a fuel supply study for Empire District Electric Company (EDEC) for a power project located
in Riverton, KS. The study investigated both woody biomass and poultry litter as fuel resources. The woody
biomass assessment was completed in a similar manner to the project in CT. As a result of this effort, Mr.
Harris has become knowledgeable with the characteristics, infrastructure, and policies associated with poultry
litter.
Mr. Harris developed a Cofiring Project Targeting Model. The completion of this model provides ANTARES
with a user friendly marketing tool which may be used to seek out prospective electric utility clients. The
model calculates the desired delivered cost of biomass required for a case-specific cofiring project to
financially breakeven. The model allows the user to change several input variables, such as: production tax
credit, NOX, SOX, and CO2 emission credit values, amortization term and discount rate, and capital costs. The
model's fixed inputs consist of data (boiler capacity, capacity factor, and heat rate) gathered from EGRID
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2002 for each boiler in the U.S. Actual coal and estimated biomass cost data were integrated into the model to
form the basis of the primary economic output - the required biomass cost to breakeven. The model allows
ANTARES to approach potential clients with cofiring project opportunities. In short, we can impress our
clients with our knowledge prior to contracting.
Mr. Harris has worked with federal and state governments to implement renewable energy policies. This
includes the development of an online application for provisional certification of New York’s Renewable
Portfolio Standard. In this effort, Mr. Harris provided his experience, anylytic, and research skills to establish
guidelines ensuring the proper certification of biomass, solar, wind, geothermal, and hydroelectric energy
projects.
RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS
“Quantifying Biomass Resources for Hydrothermal Processsing”, Battelle Memorial Institute, August, 2005.
“Dunkirk Steam Station: Cofiring Emission Test Results And Discussion,” Power Gen Renewable 2004,
author.
“Fuel Supply Assessment for Waterbury and Plainfield, Connecticut Supply-Sheds”, Connecticut Clean
Energy Fund, August 2004.
“Biomass Resource Assessment: GUSC Biomass Cogeneration Project”, GUSC, Dec. 2004.
“Biomass Fuel Supply Assessment for Riverton, Kansas, Empire District Electric Company, Sept. 2004.
“Biomass Cofiring Assessment: A Feedstock Availability and Technology Study”, PGN, April, 2003.
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND REGISTRATIONS
Air & Waste Management Association
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Kevin Comer
Sr. Project Manager/Associate Principal
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Mr. Comer is a Senior Project Manager and Associate Principal with Antares Group Inc., an engineering
and economics firm that specializes in emerging renewable energy technologies and alternative fuels for
power and transportation. He is a mechanical engineer specializing in energy and environmental systems,
with experience in: R&D and market assessments for advanced energy systems; energy use evaluation and
energy auditing (including lighting system upgrade evaluations); performance and economic modeling for
energy systems; developing custom spreadsheets and models for evaluating technical and economic
performance of energy systems; environmental permitting for power generation projects; feasibility and
design studies for solar photovotaic systems; project management and performance assessment for
installation of solar photovotaic systems; power plant performance testing and analysis; and public outreach
for "green" energy.
Mr. Comer led Antares’ efforts to develop a first-of-a-kind consumer preference and market simulator tool,
based on the detailed feedback from over 1200 U.S. residential consumers, for assessing the potential for
product improvements in home power systems to incease product appeal. The model also helps identify the
characteristics and driving factors for target consumers for home power systems—the primary intent for the
study was to establish a useful and credible tool for evaluating the impact of various changes in residential
solar photovoltaic systems and pricing on consumer appeal for photovoltaic systems. The project received
very favorable reviews by independent expert peer reviewers. Mr. Comer was also project manager on a
recent study that gathered, quantified, and published feedback from U.S. consumers who have already
purchased solar photovoltaic systems for their homes. Mr. Comer has also been lead project manager for all
aspects of photovoltaic design, installation, and monitoring projects. Mr. Comer also has valuable
experience in industrial energy use and conservation, having led over 60 energy audits in a wide range of
manufacturing facilities.
While pursuing a Master’s degree in mechanical engineering at Old Dominion University, Mr. Comer
worked as a research intern at NASA Langley Research Center conducting experimental combustion
research. Mr. Comer has performed numerous feasibility studies for utilities considering cofiring biomass
with coal. He authored the peer-reviewed chapter on biomass cofiring in Renewable Energy Technology
Characterizations, a joint publication of the U.S. Department of Energy and the Electric Power Research
Institute. He has performed local, regional, and national wood fuel availability studies for power generators
and the Department of Energy. Mr. Comer was the project manager for Antares’ development of the first
set of national supply curves (cost vs. availability) for biomass resources in the United States. The project
received very favorable peer review from a national panel of experts and its results have been used by the
Energy Information Administration for its Annual Energy Outlook analyses and publications since 1999.
The same biomass supply curves have been used by National Laboratories, private-sector project
developers, energy research organizations, and non-profit environmental groups for important national and
regional energy modelling efforts. He recently helped NREL / FEMP develop a strategic plan and authored
a technical handbook for helping Federal facilities to cofire biomass in their coal-fired boilers.
Mr. Comer has served as a lead component of a project team that conducted a test burn of coal and
switchgrass at the largest coal-fired power plant in Iowa. This test involved the largest amount of power
ever generated (18 MW) at a given time in the U.S. using a biomass energy crop as fuel. Mr. Comer had the
lead responsibility for: collecting data and test samples throughout the testing; leading the analysis,
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reporting, and presentation of emissions, efficiency, plant performance, and other test results for the project;
and leading environmental permitting efforts. The project recently received all environmental permits and
approvals required for beginning commercial operation—this is the first energy-crop fueled cofiring project
to have accomplished this in the U.S.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Analysis, Testing, and Monitoring of Energy Systems
Market Studies for Emerging Energy Technologies
Feasibility Studies and Design/Installation of Solar Photovoltaic Systems
Environmental Permitting for Energy Projects
Green Power and Emissions Markets
Energy Efficiency Auditing, including Assessment of Lighting System Upgrades
Cofiring and Alternative Fuel Feasibility Studies
National, Regional, and Local Fuel Pricing and Availability Studies
EDUCATION
M.S., Mechanical Engineering (Emphasis in Fluid Dynamics and Thermal Sciences), Old Dominion
University, 1995
B.S., Mechanical Engineering Technology (Emphasis in HVAC and Thermal Sciences), Old Dominion
University, 1991
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
1996-Present, Power Systems Engineer/Project Manager/Senior Project Manager/Associate Principal,
Antares Group Inc.
Mr. Comer provides technical and economic assistance to private- and public-sector clients in support of
assessing and implementing renewable energy projects and energy efficiency improvements. He has been
involved in all aspects of technology and project evaluation, ranging from broad market studies to project
design, permitting, installation, and monitoring. He has also worked closely with environmental groups,
providing technical advice on biomass fuels and technologies during their deliberations regarding biomass
as an acceptable energy source for green marketing.
1995-1996, Energy Analyst, Office of Industrial Productivity & Energy Assessment
OIPEA manages the eastern region of the U.S. for the DOE’s Industrial Assessment Center program
(formerly the Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center program). Mr. Comer’s responsibilities included:
selecting, purchasing, and maintaining the equipment and instrumentation inventory for industrial
assessments; coordinating and performing engineering audits in industrial facilities to enhance energy
conservation, waste minimization and manufacturing productivity; performing database analyses in support
of DOE’s Office of Industrial Technology energy conservation programs; preparing training materials; and
performing technical evaluations of audit reports from regional Industrial Assessment Centers. He prepared
and presented energy conservation training materials to supplier development engineers for General
Motors’ PICOS program. He also managed the development of an industrial productivity training course
for nation-wide directors of DOE Industrial Assessment Centers and assisted in presenting the course.
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1993-1995, Project Engineer, Industrial Assessment Center, Old Dominion University
Mr. Comer established the U.S. Department of Energy’s Industrial Assessment at Old Dominion University
in Norfolk, Virginia and served as project engineer for three years, coordinating and leading over 50 energy
conservation audits in manufacturing facilities. His responsibilities included: training student engineers on
the use of engineering instrumentation for energy savings measurements and evaluation; client solicitation;
performing energy-usage analyses based on energy billings; coordinating and leading energy audits in
manufacturing facilities; researching various energy- and cost-saving opportunities; writing spreadsheets
and calculation methods for economic evaluation of report recommendations; chief editing of all audit
reports; and presenting report results to client management.
RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS
"Emissions Test Report: Chariton Valley Biomass Project Interim Test Burn--Test Burn of Switchgrass
with Coal at Ottumwa Generating Station, Unit #1, Chillicothe, Iowa;" submitted to Iowa Department of
Natural Resources and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on behalf of Chariton Valley Resource
Conservation & Development Inc. and Alliant Energy; prepared by: Antares Group Inc., Landover, MD;
August 25, 2004.
“Federal Technology Alert: Biomass Co-firing in Coal-fired Boilers,” Antares Group Incorporated, prepared
under contract to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for the Federal Energy Management Program,
May 2004.
“Chariton Valley Biomass Project: Design Package Report,” Antares Group Incorporated, TechWise,
BCCE, TR Miles, and Alliant Energy, prepared for The United States Department of Energy under Contract
DE-FC36-96GO10148, July, 2002.
“Chariton Valley Biomass Project: Draft Fuel Supply Plan,” Antares Group Incorporated, prepared for The
United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-FC36-96GO10148, September, 2002.
“Chariton Valley Biomass Project: Draft Sales Contract Report,” Antares Group Incorporated, prepared for
The United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-FC36-96GO10148, August, 2002.
“Chariton Valley Biomass Project: Environmental Permits Report,” Antares Group Incorporated, prepared
for The United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-FC36-96GO10148, June, 2002.
“Chariton Valley Biomass Project: Environmental Strategies Plan,” Antares Group Incorporated, prepared
for The United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-FC36-96GO10148, April, 2002.
"Economic and Technical Feasibility of Energy Production from Poultry Litter and Nutrient Filter Biomass
on the Lower Delmarva Peninsula." Final Report, Northeast Regional Biomass Program, July 13, 1999.
"Biomass Residue Supply Curves for the United States." National Renewable Energy Laboratory, June 16,
1999.
"Biomass Forecast Review Report." U.S. Department of Energy’s Biomass Power Program, December 3,
1997.
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"Biomass Cofiring." Renewable Energy Technology Characterizations, EPRI Topical Report No. TR109496, December 1997, pp. 2-35 to 2-51.
"Utility Coal-Biomass Co-firing Plant Opportunities and Conceptual Assessments." Final Report.
Northeast Regional Biomass Program and U.S. Department of Energy, December 13, 1996.
"Evaluation of the Current and Expected Future Role of Cogeneration in the U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry."
Prepared for the Environmental Protection Agency, Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Division, March,
1997.
“Industrial Productivity Training Manual,” 1996, published by Rutgers University Office of Industrial
Productivity and Energy Assessment.
“Evaluation of the Current and Expected Future Role of Cogeneration in the U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry,”
prepared for the Environmental Protection Agency, Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Division, April, 1997.
“Evaluation of the Existing Boiler Population within the U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry,” prepared for the
Environmental Protection Agency, Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Division, May, 1997.
“Analysis and Evaluation of the Gasification Technologies for the U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry,” prepared
for the Environmental Protection Agency, Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Division, June, 1997.
“Analysis of Technological, Market, Environmental, and Regulatory Barriers to the Use of High-Efficiency
Technologies in the U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry,” prepared for the Environmental Protection Agency,
Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Division, July, 1997.
Authored over 60 energy audit reports for office/manufacturing facilities. (1993-1996)
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND REGISTRATIONS
Association of Energy Engineers, Member
American Solar Energy Society, Member
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI), Member
AWARDS AND HONORS
Faculty Award for Academic Achievement in Engineering Technology, Old Dominion University
Graduate Research Fellowship, Old Dominion University / NASA Langley Research Center
PROFESSIONAL LISCENSES
Engineer-in-Training (EIT) certification, Commonwealth of Viginia
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